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TODAY: The National Weather Service In Paducah
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Assembly appropriates
funds for arena, salaries
By LONNIE HARP
Senior Editor

Photo by CHRI S EVANS

A brief discussion
The ,.turn of w•rmer we8ther m•ke• • talk on the Pedestrtan M•H
lde81 for Kefth Gwaltney •nd Jeff Carruthel"', both of Murr•y.

An added $220 ,000
appropriated by the General
A.aaembly for salary incentive
money may mean a 5 percent
accro11 the board raise for
University employee& instead
of the 4 percent already set
aside.
The budget which passed
through conference committee
and was approved by the state
House and Senate earlier this
week also providee for a $12.5
million industry and
technology building here aa
well as $500,000 for arena
planning.
President Kala M. Stroup
eaid abe was extremely
pleased with the
accompliahments of higher
education in this legislative
session.
She said wideepread support
has been the key to making
progreaa with the lawmakers.
With the additional money
appropriated by the
legislature aa recurring salary
incentive funds, Stroup said

Inmate education
Staff Writer

Moat instructors would like
to say that they have a captive
classroom audience but few
really have their students
undivided attention or at least
the entire claea roster in
attendence. But several MSU
faculty members have the
opportunity to have such a
class when they travel to
Eddyville State Penitentiary
to conduct classes.
Melvin Page, associate
professor of history, teaches
African history at the
maximum security facility
once a week. He said that he
tries to treat his students at the
prison like hie students at the
University, except that "the
cons know how to beat the
system and you try to make
the system harder to beat."
There are 17 inmates
enrolled in the program which
enables them to receive an
associate of arts degree in

general studies through
Murray State. To be eligible to
take clas8e8, inmates must
have either a high school
diploma or the equivilant
G.E.D. that can also be earned
at the prison in a similar
program.
Interested inmates only
need to sign up to enroll in the
program. They take 12 hours
each semester and receive
gradee like students taking
classes on ,. campus. Their
criminal background baa
nothing to do with their
admittance into the program.
In fact, Page said he does not
know what his students have
done in the past and does not
care to know.
Barry Banister, coordinator
of the education proJTam in
the prison, said there had been
a noticeable drop in
enrollment in the college
program during the past four
to five years. He said the
induction of the persistent
felon charge had an impact on
the interest of the program. A

at plana for a new or expanded
arena.
"I'm very encouraged,"
Stroup said. "To think that a
year ago none of these things
were beinll' done."
Another change approved
by the General Assembly
raiaee the percentage of state
retirement benefits available
for teachers planning to retire
early.
Under the plan, teachera
retiring after 27 years will be
allowed 76 percent of their
benefits, compared to 70
percent. After 28 years, the
percentage goee to 84 percent
instead of80. After 29 years, 92
percent is available aa
compared to 90 percent before.
In other buainess, the
conference committee killed
an amendment by Sen. Pat
McCuiston (D·Pembroke) that
would have prohibited faculty
and student representatives to
university boards of regents
from voting on personnel
mattera.
McCuiston is the father of
Murray State Regent Jere
McCuiston.

Faculty regent steps down

Professors strive for campus atmosphere
By BETH BUCHMAN

that the money directed
toward those program• in
previous budget guidelinee
can now be shifted to acroea·
the-board raiaee.
In budget guidelinee
approved March 22 by the
Board of Regents, aalary
raises were the top priority.
The new money will mean
about $1 million for pay
increaaea. Adjuatmenta were
the administration's eecond
priority with merit pay monies
taking the remainder.
Stroup said increa881 in
operating fees are being held
to a minimum in an attempt to
boost employees' aalariea.
The Univeraity will have
about a 7 percent increaae in
salaries to distribute this year.
That comparee with a 3
percent jump last year.
Of the 7 percent, about 2
percent will be used for various
incentive and adjustment
plana and merit pay.
Stroup said that planning
and bond sales for the new
industry and technology
building will take about a
year. Within that time,
administrators will also look

criminal automatically
receives a 10-year sentence
after being found guilty of
three felonies.
"H you're going to be in
prison for at least 10 years,
why get in a hurry about doing
something that you can
accomplish in two to three
years? The motivation isn't _
there unleea the student ia
looking towards parole,"
Banister said.
·
The education program ia
designed to reform but
Banister said that it ia difficult
to determine if the college
claaaea really have any effect
on the success of the inmates
once they are released.
"An education has the most
benefits of all reform
programs," according to Tom
Simpkins, public relations
director. "Some of theee guys
have a lot of strikes against
s .. EDDYVILLE
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Two vie for seat
The Faculty Senate
preeident and vice preeident
will square off in an election
to fill the seat of the faculty
representative to the Board
of Regents which will likely
assure enough votes for
renewal of President Kala
M. Stroup's contract.
Richard Usher, an
education professor and
now Facutly Senate
president, facee opposition
from James Hammack, a
history professor and now
Senate vice president.
The April 23 election will
decide a successor to
Faculty Regent Melvin
Henley, a chemistry
professor, who is stepping
down to avoid a faculty split
over the contract renewal
issue. The Board, reportedly
deadlocked 5·5 over
renewing Stroup's contract
at its March meeting, will
get the sixth vote needed to
rel)ew the president's
. contract since Henley has
stepped down.

"I think she should be
given a new contract in the
beat intereate of Murray
State," said Hammack, who
announced his candidacy
earlier thia week. Usher
commented last week that
he would eupport renewal of
the contract because he
hadn' t seen any indications
that most faculty are
against Stroup.
The Faculty Senate will
sponsor an open forum with
all the senate candidates
Tuesday at 3 p.m. in the
Barkley Lecture Room of the
Currie Center.
The Faculty Regent
serves a three-year term.
Absentee ballots can be
turned in on Apri121 and 22.
Polling placee will be set up
in each collese and there
will also be a polling place in
either Sparke or Ordway
Halla for the faculty
memberswhodon'tfitintoa
specific college.
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Administrative positions filled
Recruitment
of blacks
Wiley's goal
By BETH SUCHMAN
Staff Writer

Clifford A. Wiley has joined
Murray State in a position
created in reeponse to the
school's commitment to the
Kentucky Plan of
Desegregation of Higher
Education.
As director of minority
faculty and staff recruitment
a nd retention, he will be
working with Or. Cathy Cole,
Affirmative Action officer and
assistant to the president. He
will also be working with vice
presidents, deans and
chairmen.
Wiley will be working in
coordination with Affirmative
Action in the hiring

procedures of all staff and
faculty. He Will be concerned
with increasing the number of
minorities as candidates for
Univer sity positions a nd
retaining minority employees.
He graduated in 1983 from
the University of Kansas in
Lawrence with a degree in law.
Prior to his appointment, he
was working as an attorney
an d la wyer with Meade
Financial Consultants in
Lawrence. K sprinter on th~
1980 U.S. Olympic team, Wiley
is on the the board of the
Athletic Congress of the
United States.
Wiley said he is looking
forward to gaining experience
in university administration
and furthering his legal
expertise. " I believe it is an
excellent opportunity for me,"
he said.
His other duties will include
assisting James Overby,
University counsel, in legal
matters and working on
research projects with Donna
Harris , coordinator of
institutional research.

admissions.
The office ofschool relations
was combined with the office
of admisaions in 1.982 during
the financial crunch, Bryan
said.
"We felt a need to re-create
this position," Bryan said.
"Year by year, we have been
losing communication with
the regional schools by not
having someone out in the
schools. Weneededsomeoneto
talk with schools and be a
By BETH SUCHMAN
liaison
between the high
Staff Writer
achoola and Murray State."
After graduating fr om
For the first time in four George Williams College
years, the position of director (Downer'a Grove, lll.) in 1975,
of school relations has been Radke worked for his alma
reactivated with Paul B. mater as assistant director of
Radke hired to aide in the admissions. Following a stint
recruiting and admission of at the University of
new students.
Evansville, Ind., as associate
director
of admissions, he
Radke took over officially
Monday, with one of his first returned to George Williams
duties being to plan this College in 1984 as director of
summer's orientation for admissions.
incoming stutients. Because of
Radke lived across the
his late start, he will work with Kentucky state line in
Phil Bryan, director of Henderson while working for

Old position
rejuvenates
with Radke
in ~harge

Evansville and traveled the
commonwealth in a position
similar to the one he has taken
at M!JITBY State.
Ra dke's credentials and
proven experience will be a
plus for the University,
according to Frank Julian,
vice president for Student
Development. "I'm really
pleased to have someone with
a decade of r ecruiti ng
experience for this position,"
Julian said.
Radke believes t h at
reruitingia vital to the auccesa
of a college and that the
gradua l drop in enrollment
here has not been asaociated
with the extinction of the
director ofschool relations. He
noted that the school may not
have been serving prospective
students as effectively as they
had in years past.
"There are some very
successful recruiting
programs that the University
utilizes and it's too early to tell
what changes, if any, will be
made," Radke said. "If it ain't
broke, don't fix it."

Finger-pointing is off target
Alexander Pope, in his essaY.
on criticism, warned of thedangers of shallow
knowledge. "A little learning
is a dangerous thing," he
wrote.
Pope's words seem to fit well
when considering the
discussion that has surfaced
in regards to the dispute over
the renewal of President Kala
M. Stroup's contract.
From the editorial pages of
The Lexington Herald·Leader
to the column on the society
page of The Murray Ledger &
Times people have made their
feelings known about what
may happen to Murray State if
Stroup's contract is not
renewed. To this point, the
finger of guilt has been
pointed at the five Regents
who are reportedly against a
new contract for the president.
They have been accused of
disregarding the need for a
period of cahn here. They have
been a ccused of trying to get
rid of Stroup because they
have personal axes to grind.
Most importantly, they have
been accused of not looking
out for the University's best
interests.
And now that the iesue of
the Board and Stroup's future
has been brought up, it's
important to understand why
such a conflict has erupted,
The Mla•dventurea of Arto

why it continues and how it
can be solved.

The problem didn't develop
overnight, and the decisions
and actions that have led to
the current stalemate have not
been hastily made. Nine of the
10 Regents have been working
with Stroup for at least a year
and a half and have heard a
wide range of comments a bout
leadership here.
On the morning of March 22
- during committee meetings
before the Board meeting several Regents said they
hoped the Board members in
favor of a new contract
wouldn't bring the issue up at
the afternoon meeting.
Some of them thought that
the Board should take more
time to ponder the possibilities
before bringing up the
situation in a meeting. Once it
was brought up, however, they
believed a decision should not
be put off.
Now that it has been
delayed, the arrows have
started flying and most of the
ones that have been shot
publicly have gone in the
direction of the five Board
members against contract
renewal
So why is this handful so
·stubborn? Why do they want
to see Murray State tum away
another president? Are they
just sore because they haven't

certainly hasn't fostered any
compromises.
Bill Beasley, the present
Board chairman, is also a
atrongsupporterofSttoupand
has not been effective in
bringing the Board together
and winning over those who
don't necessarily see things
his way.
Frymire might be right
gotten any favors from
when he says the Board has
Stroup?
problems. He doesn't have
The a nswers aren't simple.
Some of the Regents much right to point fingers
disenchanted with Stroup though.
The Board is charged with
complain of being alienated by
thepresidentand by the Board providing leadership, setting
itself. They don't see goala and offering input on the
themselves as rebels and they University's direction. Lately,
don't consider themselves however, some have been
political crybabies - upset shunned when they tried to
because they haven't gotten offer their input or had some
logical disagreement with the
any goodies.
They say they haven't asked administration or Board
to be favored, just to be heard. leadership.
Some of those Board
It's no secret that the Board
has been divided. Former member• who have been
chairman Richard Frymire of pushed aside in the past don't
Madisonville ran a tight ship appreciate being discredited
during his tenure and those by the administration or their
who didn't see things his way peers. After all, they have been
chosen to lead this University
were often cast aside.
He has been very supportive for the state. Whether they are
of the president and sharp in expert academians is of no
his criticism of his fellow concern. That they have input
Board members. It is ironic and are given a voice is.
The solution to this problem
that he is so quick to discount
and discredit his fellow is easier said than done. Most
Regents and then complain of the Regents against
about the Board being the renewing Stroup's contract
"weak link" at Murray. He will vouch for that.

The problem is not that they
haven't tried to compromise or
· be diplomatic. They say they
have been pushed aside or
chastised for not supporting
the administration and Board
leadership. They have been
alienated for some reason and
mostly through no fault of
their own.
It is time for the Board
chairman and the president to
listen to all of the Regents.
Each has his own opinion and
no matter if they are in
agreement with the
administration, they have
ideas which they have thought
about and believe in. They
don't deserve to be slapped on
the wrist just because they
don't fall in line whenever an
issue is raised.
The Board should work
together. But this doesn't
mean that the people who are
not supporting the president
in this case are the ones who
need to jump.
The president and those who
stand firmly on her side
should learn to listen and take
into consideration other
views. A good give and take
relationship is what is
lacking, and it seems that the
people who are getting patB on
SH FINGER POINTING
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By CLAY GILLIAM
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Throwing in the 'Tal'
Physical Plant director stepping down after 19 years here
By DAN HECKEL
News

Editor

In 1942, a neighbor of 18year·old Tal Fannin left his
home in Portsmouth, Ohio to
play college basketball at a
little school in Murray, Ky.
That was the first Fannin
had heard of Murray, but in
1967 he waa hired by President
Ralph Woodsasaheatingand
air conditioning specialist
here, only to work his way to
director of the Physical Plant.
On April 25, Fannin will
tum in his key for the last time
at Murray State and make
relaxing in his nearby
Panorama Shores home a
permanent way of life.
"I'll be 62 on April 16, so I
think it's time to quit and let
some new blood move in,"
Fannin said.
Fannin joined the Army Air
Corps, now known as the Air
Force, after he finished high
school in Portsmouth, a town
100 miles east of Cincinnati
along the Ohio River. He
specialized in aircraft
armament and systems
maintenance in the Air Force,
a specialty chosen for him

after a aeries of tests were
given to evaluate his talents.
Fannin decided to retire
from the military in 1966, with
his last detail being to deliver
missile wings to the then new
Minuteman missile system,
stationed in Minot, N.D.
Earlier in his career he had
been stationed in Missisaippi
and his trips across the
southern part of the country
introduced him to the western
Kentucky lake area.
"Once I had seen it, I knew
this was the place to be," he
said.
Fannin brought his wife
Ruby and his three sons to
their new home in Panorama
Shores on Kentucky Lake and
signed on at Murray in 1967.
He admits he didn't picture
himself working on a college
campus after the military.
"I thought I would work for
a large company in
maintenance management. I
had no idea a college had its
own maintenance force,"
Fannin said.
Upon his arrival, Fannin
badadiscrepe.ncywith Wooda
over hia salary. "I asked him
why he couldn't pay me what I
wanted and he told me my

Golf team receives
record endowment
was because ofSheridan'slove
By JIM ROBERSON
of golf.
Staff Writer
"He retired last year and
lives down in Florida where he
A $100,000 endowment to plays golf regularly. He
wanted to help the University
help support the golf program in some way," Kelly said.
was recently donated making
it the largest cash gift to the
Sheridan, who is a member
University by a living of the Foundation's board of
individual, according to Don trustees, sold his wire and steel
K e 11 y , direct 0 r f 0 r business last year.
development and executive
Kelly said there are three
director of the MSU categories in which donations
Foundation.
come under. Restricted gifta
The money was donated by are donated for a specific
George Sheridan, a 1947 cause and Sheridan's gift
graduate of the University, would fall under'this type.
Kelly said.
Unrestricted gifta are given
The amount is double the and the Foundation members
largest previous cash gift ever decide where the greatest need
received by the University lies, Kelly said. In-kind gifta
according to Kelly. That are material gifta, as in land,
amount was donated in 1974, and their value must be
he said.
assessed. Other in-kind gifts
The MSU Foundation, would include the football
which was established in 1946, scoreboard at Roy Stewart
regularly receives cash Stadium valued at $125,000
donations from $100 to $5,000, and a $100,000 color scanner
Kelly said. He also said that donated for the graphic arta
one may bea.r of an institution technology program.
such as Harvard having an
The donations are put into
amount of donations totaling an investment pool and the
in the millions but that interest drawn off of the
i n c 1 u d e s d 0 n a t i 0 n s money is used for University
accumulated over a great needs, KeJJy said, while the
number of years.
ori<rinal amount is untouched.
"Let's face it,'' Kelly said,
e~
''for many years Murray State
"We put about 10 percent of
was primarily a teaching the interest back into the
college. So many of the principal," Kelly said.
contributing alumni are
There have been deferred
teachers who don't have a lot donations to the University
of money.''
over the years. These include
However,donation amounts money bequeathed from wills
have exceeded the $1 million and life insurance policies.
mark by $58,000 compared to a
Judging from the donations,
total of $618,000 from May Kelly said the image of the
1984 to March 1985.
. University is one of loyal
Kelly said Sheridan alumni. "It means our alumni
specified the endowment for havefondmemorieeofMurray
the golf program for a numbel' State. We hope next year will
of reasons but the primary one be as good," Kelly said.

boss wasn't making that
much.
Fannin was made a foreman
in 1970, with seven men
working under him. In 1977 he
was promoted to associate
director of utilities
maintenance, having seen one
son graduate from Murray
and another in the process.
"My oldest son graduated in
1974 and now has a doctorate
in zoology at the University of
Wyoming. My second son
graduated in 1978 and is a
medical doctor in Princeton
(Ky.) and my youngest
graduated in 1982 and is
working on his doctoral
program in chemistry at the
University of Cincinnati,"
Fannin said.
He said his sons never
hesitated to call him when
something went wrong with
their living conditions on
campus. "I told them to put in
a work order like everyone
else," he &aid.
Fannin became director of
the Physical Plant ·in 1981,
although he said he was
hesitant about taking it.
"Many people in theshope told
me to take it and they would
aupport me. They haven't let
me down."
While Fannin concedes that
"When you're the bou you
S..FANNIN
Page8

Pnoto b~_f:)AN HECKEL

TAL FANNIN alta et hie dftk In hie Phyalcal Plent ontca.

We'll pull together as many toppings as you
crave to satisfy your late-night pizza appetite. All
steamy hot and deliciously served
with zesty layers of cheese and tangy sauce. On a
crispy thin or deep-dish pan crust.
Enjoy the taste and place more and more people
are getting into.
I
I

~ PIZZA
---------~--------------------------Buy any pizza and get the next smaller same style
pizza with equal number of toppings for 99¢. Present this

coupon with guest check. Not valid with any other offer.
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Drivers have trouble
finding their spaces
The project of removing parking look at. Parking is an impossibility
spaces on Olive Boulevard and during basketball games and new
paving th e parking lot behind the dimensions of parkin g insanity
University Christian Center on will be realized when the Boy Scout
that same street seems a solution Museum opens this summer.
with too little impact coming too
There seems to be little solution
late.
to offer other than the purchase of
The action ian't really a "Solution new land close to campus
either. No additonal parking specifically for parking. While
spaces will be made. The some lots may never reach
construction project will take away capacity it is because they are so
the spaces on Olive Boulevard used far from campus most people,
primarily by residents of Woods visitors, commuters and residents
Hall and leave commuters to park alike, would rather risk a parking
on the west side of 16th Street.
fine or drive around the block until
While the appearance of Woods someone moves before trekking
Hal h will be improved two miles to class.
dramatically, the additional
headaches it will make for visitors
Commendable efforts have been
and commuters will be significant. made to make the University more
The 11th Street lot shared by attractive to people other than
residents of Woods Hall, faculty students. Now a pragmatic
and staff and commuters is usually approach to accommodating these
full by 9 a.m.
interested people should be a
And there is a larger picture to priority.

Housing's red tape gets sticky
I can still remember when I
first came to school here and
moved into my donn room, or
as the people in the Housing
Office like to say, residence
hall.
My hall of residence was· a
whole new world to me, away
nom home for the first time,
roughing it in college life like
those really cool guys in the
movies. You know, posters of
naked girls on the wall,
ordering pizza and drinking
beer with the guys- the good
life.
I met my residence hall

adviser, who let me know that
he really cared about me and
would be there to answer any
question I had. Gee, life was
wonderful then.
You can imagine my horrid
disbelief when I discovered
that those in the Housing
Office were little more than
lowly money·grubbers.
A friend of mine told me the
other day that her resident
adviser, one of those people
who care about her, told her

that she had to move out of her
room in White Hall or pay
extra money because there
was not someone assigned to
her room for the second-half of
this semester.
My friend has lived in White
Hall for three-and-a-half years
and has never been a
troublemaker there. Her
roommate last semester left
and the person that was
moved in this semeeter did not
want to stay in White. Since
the residence hall could not
find anyone to move into her
room, she was informed that
staying there by herself
without harassment was some
sort of act against creation.
Her choices were simple. She
could stay in her room that she
has had for over three years
and pay an extra $90 for
having a private room, which
she did not want; or she could
move out in the middle of the
semester and move in with a
graduate student, who does
not have to move because she
is older.
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Keep in mind, the graduate
student baa lived in White
fewer yeara than my friend,
but that does not eeem to
matter. Never mind that if my
friend has to move, her room
will sit empty the rest of the
semeeter.
I think this is a wise move on
behalf of the Housing Office.
Everyone knows it's unfair to
allow a coJlege student to keep
their money when it can be
given to Housing for not doing
ita job.
These are the same people
that pocketed my $50 deposit
last semester because I told
them I was moving out on Dec.
3 instead of Dec. 2. That was
the deadline to let them know

of this semest~r's plans and
since I was unsure until then, I
was late.
I apologized politely and
asked if I couldn'tjust get part
of my deposit back as a
punishment. A foolish
pipedream, I know, for how
could they let us know who
was boss if they didn't make
an example of some starving
student.
When I first gave them $50
three years ago, I waa led to
believethatl would get it back
when I moved out if I didn't
destroy anything or steal
fumiture. I lived up to my end
of the bargain, but they didn't
and believe me, it didn't hurt
them a bit to tell me so.
I guess nothing should
surprise me from people who
nearly threw an embolism
when Lonnie Harp, Conner
editor in chief of Th~ News,
suggested that the majority of
hall programs were inane.
Paula Hulick, the director of
Housing, responded by saying
that the activities "are a

release for students" and
suggested that residence halls
offer growth and development
for students.
It frightens me to think that
a person in an important
position on this campus is so
out of touch with the way
things really are. The only
people who participate in
residence hall activities, aaide
from something of charity or
of true interest, are people who
belong to no other group or
organization and have
nothing but time on their
hands.
The truth is that most RAs
I've known lie like big dogs ·
about the number of people
that show up at their
programs, so they don't lose
their job that they usually hate
after about one semester.
I guess I ehouldn 't be too
hard on them, though, I mean,
what does a University have
to do with how students are
treated, right?
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PEOPLE
Dr.

James

8.

C.,lln,

professor in the department of
elementary and secondary
education and special
education, recently presented
a research paper at the annual
Asaociation for Childhood
Education International
study conference in
Greensboro, N.C.
In his paper titled "Effects
of a Non·traditional Approach
to Spelling with Third and
Fourth Graders,'' he explains
procedures which provide
children opportunities to
analyze their efforts aa they
learn to spell, a reward system
for encouragement, and a self·

help l'ellledy for discovered
deficiencies.

Coming Soon

to model social policy issues in
simulations.

content and operations.
Dr.

A full-page commentary by
Dr. Moaea S. Koch was
recently presented a paper at published in the April 2 i88ue
the 32nd annual program of Education Week, the
meeting of the Council on national weekly newspaper
Social Work Education in for public school boards,
Miami, Fla.
administrators and teachere.
The article, "Schools Can
The paper, titled "Teaching
Social Policy Through Uee of a Replace Gladiators with
Computer-Based Simulation," Mediatora," describes the
preaents information for expanding development of
students in social work conflict management in
training programs. It elementary and secondary
described the use of computers schools in both curricular
Dr.

Rosemarie BogalAllbritten and Dr. Bill Allbritten

Phillip

Nltfenegger,

associate professor in the
department of management
and marketing, presented a
paper at a recent
Southwestern Marketing
Aeeociation Educaton
Conference in Dallaa.
He co-authored the paper,
titled "Opportunities for
Marketers in the Emerging
Markets of Africa," with Dr.
Okete 8hlroya, a visiting
Fulbright professor from
Kenya in the department of
history during the 1983-84
school year.

Spring Week
'86
April13-18

Sunday, April ta•
Trix. and the
Terry Mike Jeffery Band
7 p.m. front of Winslow
FREE

Monday, Aprilt4•
Michael John
Singer-Comedian
8 p.m. CC Stables
FREE

Tuesday, Aprilt5•
White Animals
Concert
7:30p.m. Cutchin Field

FREE

It's Easy To Qualify
For $400 from Ford
Motor Company
• You must receive at
least a bachelor's degree
or a state RN license
between October 1, 1985
and September 30, 1986.

For Pre-approved
Credit froin Ford
Credit
• You must have verifi..
able employment that
begins within 120 days
of your qualifying vehi..
cle purchase at a salary
sufficient to cover ordi..
nary living expenses and
your vehicle payment.
• Your credit record, if
you have one, must indi..
cate payment made as ·
agreed.

• And don't forget ... you
must receive at least a
bachelor's degree or a
state RN license between
October 1, 1985 and Sep..
tember 30, 1986.

These Vehicles Are

Included In The Plan
Ford: Escort, Escort EXP,
Tempo, Mustang,
Thunderbird
Mercury: Lynx, Topaz, .
Capri, Cougar
Ford Truck: Aerostar,
Bronco II, Ranger,
f .. 150 & f .. zso

You are eligible for $400
even if you don't finance
your purchase. Use it
toward your down pay..
ment or get a check from
Ford after the purchase
or lease.
The amount of your pre..
approved credit is deter..
mined by the qualified
vehicle you buy.

Wednesday, Aprilt6•
Remo Williama
3:30$1
7&9p.m.
$1.25 with MSU ID
$2 Without MSU ID

Wednesday, Aprill6
SGA Elections
8:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
CC Ballroom
must have MSU ID

If a vehicle is not in
dealer stock, it must
be ordered by June 1,
1986. Delivery of all
vehicles must be taken
by August 31, 1986.
For complete details on
how to get your $400
plus pre..approved credit,
call the toll..free number
today.

1-800-4574065

Thursday, April17
Cookout
at
Winslow

Friday, Aprilt8•
Currie Center

FREE-for-ALL

. • denotes
UCB production
funded by SGA

-
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Forum draws small response
Registration may be
different for the 1986 fall
semester according to vice
president Frank Julian,
speaking at the RHA
sponsored Presidential Forum
Tuesday night.
Julian, who serves on a
C?mmittee that discusses way
to improve registration, said
there is a plan to divide
registration time into blocks of
two-hour slots and to have
students register similarly to
pre-registration, by class and
by the first letter of their last
name.
Approximately 20 students
were on hand for the forum,
which featured the four vice
presidents and President Kala
M. Stroup. Students asked
questions concerning the new
accounting system, Woods
Hall parking, minorit y
activities and other topics.
Jim Cofer, vice president for
Finance and Administrative
Services, explained the need
for the new accounting

system, saying auditors
informed the University of
significant problems with
certain agency funds.
Cofer also addressed the
Wooda Hall parking situation,
but offered nothing new on the
subject. He said the plan is to
try to make Olive Street safer
and more attractive, since it is
one of the entrances to the
Univerlri,ty.
Commuting students have
voiced concerns that there will
be even fewer parking spaces
for them now that the gravel
parkin g a rea behind the
University Christian Student
Center will be paved to provide
parking for Woods Hall
students.
Clifford Wiley, director of
minority faculty and staff,
responded to a question by a
black student concerning
campus activities for
minorities. "You won't fmd
any of these activities by
sitting around, you have to get
up and search forthem,"Wiley
said.

Photo by BRAD GASS

THE QUESTION of what will h8J)pen with the parting area on Olive Boulevard In front of Woode H•ll
w• one of m~ny toplcl dlecuued •t Tueectar'• forum.

Staff Excellence awards.
will honor top members
By JOHN WATSON
Staff Writer

Staff Congress will present
Staff Excellence awards to
eight staff members who have
shown exemplary work, after
the proposal for the award was
approved by the Board of
Regents March 22.
The eight staff members will
receive a monetary prize of
$500 and some newspapers,
television and radio publicity.
"We have been working on
this plan for a year and a half,
and throughout this time the
administration has been
really supportive," said Joe
Dyer, director of food' services
and president of the Staff
Congress.
In addition to the approval
ofthestaff award the results of
the Staff Congress workers
survey have been presented to
the administration and a
meeting between Dyer and
administration officals is
scheduled to aasess the results
today.
"We .P ut together a survey so
that it would be more than just
a way people could complain.
It was set up to show what we
are doing and could do better,"
Dyer said.
Dyer noted that the Staff
Congress took special
precautions to prevent the
staff excellence awards from
becoming a popularity
contest. "By using the process
of nomination, then screening
and finally a selection
committee appointed by the
administration, we hope we
have prevented it from
becoming a beauty or
personality contest," he said.
Two awards of at least $500
each will be made within each
of the four employee categories
represented in Staff Congress:
secretarial/ clerical, general,
physical plant and
ex.oci.divelmanage.ial/pufiwimal

"To me th e monetary
a wards are secondary. Being
recognized as a n outstanding
staff member should be the
most meaningful award"
Oyersaid.
'
Although the results of the
Staff Congresa survey have
~n compiled and several
problems were mentioned
Dyer, did not think it was
appropriate to discusa the
results until after the
combined staff and
administration meeting
scheduled for today.
"I don't think it would be
beneficial for us to discuss
them now, at least not until we
have had a chance to sit down
with the administration and

assess the whole survey,"
Oyer said. "However I can say
that on the whole the survey
had a very positive tone and
the administration was very
supportive."
Staff employees contacted
had strong positive remarks
for the University.
"I've been working here for
17 years," said Tommy
Patterson, central receiving.
"I can say that if it wasn't a
good place to work I sure
wouldn't havestayed here this
long."
S"AWAADS

14 K Achl-A-Bead

J EWHfRS

3 mm .18
4 mm .39
5 mm .79
6 mm 1.39
7 mm 1.74

8 mm 2.99
9 mm 3.69
10 mm 4.99
11 mm 5.99
12 mm 6.99

Che•taat Hill• Shoppiag Ceater
753-7695

·&

SURVIVAL GAMES!

HWY 68 One Mile North of Jonathan reek
CROSS COUNTRY SURVIVAL GAMES
Wilderness Fun. Kentucky Lake, KY.
(502) 354·8776
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Nearly New
fashions

Today's Fashions
at
Yesterday's prices
For your Spring & Summer

Yours Mine & Ours
117 S. 4th, Murray

7534®

9-..l> am.4:l:> p.m.
9'.30 am.·2 p.m.

Branch-Cadiz Main Street

WEEKENDS-General adm ission WEEKDAYS-Call for reservations
"Ga~

Played Mommg nnd Afternoon "
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Finger pointing---------Continued from P-oe 2
the back for supporting Stroup
and working for the "bellt
intereats of the University"
• are the ones who should
become more tolerant.
The question in this
squabble is not one of political
favors or personal problems.
The Regents who reportedly
don't support Stroup
contacted this week said they
don't ask the administration
to hire certain people or look
out for old friends. They
rightfully resent that
a11ertion.
There is no ain in criticism.
Offering different points of
view and suggestions for
improvement is the way that
bad organizations change and
the way good organdzations
get better.
The question isn't whether
the Regents are looking out for
the best interests of the
University. I'm sure they all
believe they are. But the
problems that some see can't
be 80 easily dismiseed by
editorial writers, newspaper
columnists or people talking

over lunch. The Board's
concerns go deeper than petty
personnel decisions. Their
concerns touch wide aspects of
the University's direction.
The situation is one that
needs to be adresaed and won't
go away whether Stroup is
retained by a 64 majority or
any other. The problem is that
some righteous souls both on·
campus and off have decided
to look down on others. They
now know the problema that
can create.
The Board needs to find a
leader who can lend a
sympathetic ear to both aida.
It needs to decide what it

thinks of the prMident. Moat
Regents agree that she has
accomplished a great deal.
They are not so sure, however,
that the direction that lies
ahead is 80 wonderful.
They are not wrong to
queation. As,d those who are
quationed ahould accept the
eballenge and meet it rather
than pushing it aside.
The questions behind the
Stroup situation are very real
and deserve attention. People
•hould not •o suddenly
dismi88 the dissenting
Reents aa rebels without a
caue. "nleir cauee ia as noble
aa any other - like it or not.

Saturday Morning Special
Saturdays for the month of April

7 a.m. to noon only

oil, lube
and filter

$13.99

GERRALD BOYD'a
AUTO REPAIR •nd SERVICE CENTER
51<4 5. 12th (Next to DIW)

753-1750

The University Center Board
proudly presents

The 1986
Murray State University
· Scholarship

THE QUIIIAa

Awardscontinued from P-. e
Patterson said that he had
seen a lot of people come and
go during his 17 years at the
University and most left
seeking better pay. "When I
tint started working here I
was making 75 cents an hour,
now I'm making $5.21 per
hour. To some people tnat's
not enough, but like I aaid, I
like working here."
Dwight Wyant, central
receiving, has been employed
by the University for just over
two yean. "I really like it here.
The hours are great compared
to my last job and there are
both benefits and problems
that go along with every job."
Patterson and Wyant's
main concern was the loss of
their medical card almost two
yean ago. "The medical card
was a big help to a person with
a family, it realy did help cut
down on some expenses,"
Wyant said.

featurina
Mlaa Jackie Taylor
Miaa MSU 1986 Mi.. Kentucky USA 1986
April12
7:30p.m.
Lovett Auditorium

"It was an O.K. blind date. I'd walk you home,
but I don't have a leash."

1 The Ultimate In Faster,
1 Safe un-Tannlng Equipment
lllllllllaHBR"

0

Gifted students
program soon
Gifted and talented students
from western Kentucky and
western Tennessee will have
the opportunity to take
advantage of another Super
Saturday session June 30
through JUly 3, according to
Larry Moore, coordinator of
special projects.
The seaaion will be the
fourth for the program, which
began a year ago. Among the
courses offered are topics such
as computers, math,
photography, foreign
languages, horsemanship and
others.
Area students in grades one
through eight who are
certified as gifted students by
a Standardized Achievement
Teat Battery or have an IQ of
125 or more may participate.
Students in grades one
through three may be
recommended by their
teacher.
The fee for the four day
course is $45 and includes at·
shirt, snacks and materials for
each class.

"You'N Got ro 1ry It"...
It's U.V.A. non-burning, sofe,
cool & comfortable! Now you
con capture for yovnell the
deep , dark SAVAGE LOOK·
lNG TAN everyo~· ~ roving
oboutl listen to the AM·fM
couette player complete with
headphones while reiOJCing.

~~~"Cigarettes

~!~"Snacks

~~~"Groceries

., Self Serve

6-pack can Pepsi and
Pepsi products
$ 1.59
Stewarf,s Ham & Cheese
sandwich
99 ~

Single Session .......... • . . ..... .- . $3
5 Sessions ........ . ......•....... $13
10 Sessions . ........ . ........•.. $25
• 20 Sessions ..................... $45
•heel.,. e ......... ef UVA , _.... Lotloft

Speclol oliO -..pll. . to tho Sunt- Sun htl

Special Ends April 11
Open Mon.-Sot. 9 a.m.-10
S.. tlte tiiH.renc• In lwt o few U minute ....ton•/

REBD[IOIES
112 Dudeland Center

OPEN 24 HOURS
12th & Cheatnut.

(502) 753-0882

•

NEWSbriefs
Pel/ Grants take cut
Effects of the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Bill may be soon be
felt by finanical aid recipients as it makes a 7 percent reduction
in Pell Grant money for the 1986-87 academic year.
Approximately 2,100 Murray State students have received
more than $2.7 million in Pell Grant a warda in 1985-86,
according to Charles Vinson, loan-grant coordinator in the
Student Financial Aid Office.
According the Vinson, the maximum award for out-of-state
students in 1986-87 will be $2,100; Kentucky resident students
can receive a maximum of$2,010. Awards are based on the cost
of tuition, room and board and an allowance for books and
. personal expenses for an academic year.

SGA election forum set
The Murray State News will sponsor its third annual "Meet
Photo by KIRK BUNNER
the Candidates" forum Tuesday, for any student to ask. SEVERAL THOROUGHBRED baMball fane look on at Reapn Field eartler thll w"k to check out the
questions to candidates for student government offices.
action. Mumy State etande ai1G-12 on the ...,on.
Candidates for president, vice president, secretary and
treasurer will be on hand from 7 un til 9 p.m. in the Currie Center
Theater. News editor in chief Dannie Prather will serve as
moderator.
The elections will be April 16.
The Financial Aid Office the form of grants, loans, and required to furnish the Student
will be required to verify more student employment cannot Financial Aid Office with
student and parent be finalized until all the data signed copies of their 1985
information than ever before, has been identified, according income tax returns and other
certified eta tements as
Severi students have been recognized for the Columbia according to Johnny to McDougal.
Students
will
be
advised
if
neceasary.
Errors found will
McDougal,
director
of
Student
Scholastic Press Association Gold Circle Award for outstanding
their applications have been have to be corrected and
contributions to The Murray State News during the 1985-86 Financial Aid.
The regulations set up a flagged for verification. reprocessed, according to
academic year, including two first place awards.
Lonnie H arp, a senior from Mayfield, won first pla ce for his rigid verification system for Parents a nd students will be McDougal.
Dec. 6, 1985 front page design and Mike McCoy, a senior from the Pell Gran t, National
Cloverport, won first place in black and white art illustration for Direct Student Loan (NDSL),
"Lost in a Sea of Smiles." Harp also won a certificate of merit for S u pplemental E ducation
Opportunity Grant (SEOG),
informational graphics/charts for "Falling Behind."
Federal
Work Study and
Others receiving certificates of merit, presented by Columbia
University in New York, are as follows: Stuart Alexander, a Guaranteed Student Loan
senior from Murray and Greg Byerly, a junior from Vine Grove, (GSL) applicants.
FUQNISHED APA.QTMENTS FOQ 2, 3
The Financial Aid Office,
for advertising design, KQ 105-FM; Angie Hearn, a senior from
OQ 4 STUDENTS. WITH SWIMMING
Radcliff and Carrie Paschall, a freshman from Hazel, for according to McDougal, will
advertising design, Buckingham Ray, Ltd.; and Rick Kupchella, be requi r ed to verify
POOL . SUMMEQ A.ND FA.LL
a senior from Murray, for single subject presentation, "Lost in a information s uch as the
a
djusted
groBS
income
for
1985
SEMESTERS.
Sea of Smiles."
for student. and parents,
taxes paid, household size,
number in college, untaxable
Dr. Shashi Bali, a member of the faculty at Kenyatta i n come, benefits and
University in Nairobi, Kenya, will be the speaker at a colloquim independent student status of
selected studen ts.
at 3:30p.m. today in Room 317, Wells Hall.
Under this new verfication
"Validation of the Intelligence and Developmental Testa for
East Africa (IDEA) Using Kenyan Population" will be her topic. process as many as 75 to 80
Dr. Bali has been atMurrayStatesinceJanuary as part ofthe percent of all financial aid
International Faculty Exchange Program. Her academic applicant. could be selected.
But financial aid awards in
specialty is psychological measurement.

Financial aid checked tighter

Press awards given

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

Kenyan teacher to speak

CALL 'l53-5865 or 'l53-5 108

The National Bridal

Fannin-continued from Page 3
have to be the back end of the
horse sometimes,'' he believes
he has had a healthy working
relationship with the
employees. "I served on a
committee in late 1977 that
assured people that they
would be hired on ability, not
who they know," Fann in said.
He has also taken pride in
building morale by working to
provide better equipment and
letting employees know that
promotions are made from
within.
The things that have made
Fannin the proudest in his 19
years at Murray are the
installation of a computerized
energy maintenance system,
which controls 85 percent of
the gross square footage on
campus; the completion of the
pedestrian mall and the
renovation of Wilson Hall.
Although he is retiring,
Fannin knows that doesn't
mean he will stop working.
"My wife has a pretty long
honeydo list for me," he said.
Honeydo list?
"Yeah, honey do this, honey
do that. I don't expect I'll get
bored."

Sweepstakes
Study Break...
Rent A Movie!
•cOMMANDO, •EUROPEAN VACATION
•PEE WEE'S BIG ADVENTURE
•FRIGHT NIGHT •THE GOONIES
•SILVERADO •sUMMER RENTAL
•RETURN OF THE JEDI
•WEIRD SCIENCE
Specull:
$2 d4y• T~•d4y &
Thur~d4y

You could be one of ten lucky couples to win a romantic honeymoon at The Grand Hotel. Paradise ISland,. Bahamas. It's an
intimate honeymoon spot, "1th its 0\\'11 spcctacular ocean view
No purchase necessary.

Furches Jewelry
200 East Matn

113 S. 4th St. 753-2835

--------------------------------Aoril4,1986
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What a character
Student actor ready for his shot at the big time
both Belushis (John and Jim), John
Candy and Mary Grose," Brown said.
"He liked me and eot me into the
News Editor
Second City workshop last summer,
Was that John Candy doing the even though the classes were closed."
Things were not easy for Brown,
weather on MSU TV-11, or John
who
for six weeks drove to Chicago
Beluahi in the R.E. Johnson Theatre?
for
his
one-day-a-week clan then
No, just small town Murray boy Earl
Brown preparing to be the next star of came back the next day. He believes
the dedication has paid off.
"Saturday Night Live."
"He (DePollo) has been very
Brown, a double major in theater supportive of me and thinks I can get
and radio-televiaion, made a name for hired at Second City," Brown said.
himself on campus by being named "He told me I reminded him ofCandy
Sock and Buskin Beet Actor and R.E. -and not just because I'm fat."
Johnson Beet Actor for hie portrayal
Brown has given himself two years
of the coach in That Championship to make some headway in acting, but
Season, in 1984. He is better known to would also like to direct. After
many for his off-the-wall humor that directing Hopscotch as a claaa
draws him many comparisons with project, he became one offew students
today's top comedians.
to be asked by Dr. Mark Malinauskas,
That's no accident, according to director of theater, to direct another
Brown. ..1 was a big fan of the show. The result was the phenomenal
original ..Saturday Night live" and succeaa, Greater Tuna.
"I don't see how anyone could put
(John) Belushi," Brown said. ·~en
"SCTV" came along (a late-night on a better show, as far as the actors
comedy ehow featuring Candy, were concerned," Brown said. "Skip
Martin Short and Eugene Levy) apd I Hamra and Kent Logsdon did an
watched it every chance I had," he incredible job. We sold out so quick we
were turning people away the last
said.
Brown's first taste of big time night."
Despite his succeas, Brown said hia
professional comedy came when he
met Don DePollo, the director of the parents look at his work differently.
traveling Second City Comedy "My mother has always backed me in
Troupe of Chicago who came to whatever I did, but my dad used to
Murray in 1984 ...He has worked with
By DAN HECKEL

think theater waa foolish. He came to
see me in Grecue and I was really
nervous. I didn't want him to come,
but he really liked it. Now he's a little
more receptive," Brown said.
His mother has worked in
insurance for 26 years, while hie
father was a car dealer for many
years and 'is now an independent
grocer. While he describes hie father
as laid back and recalls a time when
he and his mother took on the city of
Chicago one weekend, Brown said
they both have the same deaire for
him.
" I will be the first in my immediate
family to graduate from college,"
Brown said. "I have a cousin named
Dale who has been successful and
I've always been encouraged to be
like him."
Another important person in
Brown's life it his fiancee, Carrie
Paachall, a freshman at Murray. "I
went back to help with the Calloway
County High School speech team
while she was there. We atarted
dating when I was19 and she was15
and we finally got engaged over the
summer. We're both eo career
motivated, I doubt we will get married
anytime soon," he said.
Although they now compete
against each other on the MSU
speech team, Brown said very few

problema arise. "I think at tint she
felt like she was in my shadow, but
she recently beat me in competition.
We have both learned not to take
criticism to heart."
While Brown knows the road to
stardom will be tough, many of those
who have worked with him in hie five
years here aeree that he is a rare
talent. "I've been impressed with his
creative energies," Malinauekae said.
11
Ae a character actor, he is
outstanding. In my 24 years in
theater, he is in thetopfivepercentof
the pe<>ple I've worked with."
"He wae a key contributor to •More
Strange Urges' (a weekly campus
comedy show) and was weather man
for TV-11, which is three minutes of
ad lib," said Alan Greule, an
instructor in the radio-television
department. .. He reminds me a lot of
John Candy, that Second City type
humor."
The only fault Greule found with
Brown is that he is involved with too
many things. ..That happens to
everyone who is talented on this
campus," Greule said.
While spreading himself thin ia a
problem Jan Naile, director of the
speech team, sees also, she quickly
IMBAOWN
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2'.30 p.m. MSU Iennie

COUr1a.
Holleftlw.
8poneored by
h<nemanehlp club 1
p.m. ExpoejtiOn

Center.

Qaa Sponeored by

the Rizp8h Shrilllll
10 a.m., 2 end 8 p.m.
Expoeibon Center.

....,. The Reel
/Mp8C1CN Hound 8
p.m. Room 3108
Wlllon HelL
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Spielberg's new comedy
truly portrays the 'pits'
There is only one thing that
keeps Richard Benjamin's The
Money Pit (PG) from being a
first-class comedy - it's not
funny.
If this movie isn't the worst
of the year, it is definitely the
biggest waste of talent. Tom
Hanks (Splash, Bachelor
Party) is one of the top comic
actors these days, and Shelley
Long (Diane on the television
show "Cheers") is a fine
character actresA, but their
talents are quashed by
inadequate directing and
honible dialogue.
It's as if Benjamin, the
director, and David Giler, the
writer, eat up one night
watching a Three Stooges
movieandthought, "Wouldn't
it be funny to make a movie
where a 'bu.n ch of things go
wrong at the same time and
people get hit in the head with
paint buckets?"
Unfortunately, they
apparently thought it was a
good idea.
The thin story line deals
with Hanks as a lawyer for

rock musicians and Long as
his live-in girlCriend, who
plays violin in a symphony.
Their lives are disrupted when
Lon g ' s ex •h u s ba n d
(Alexander Gudonov of
Witness,) comes back from

The
Moneu

Pl•t

'

D
Europe and forces them to
move from his apartment.
Hanks and Long must find a
place to live quickly, so they
buy a house that looks
wonderful until they move in
- then the disasters start.
In
a
c o m p 1e t e J y
unbelievable sequence,
everything but the walla fall

down in the house, with the
exasperated couple asking
what can happen next.
If you're wondering when
the funny part begins, you
may be waiting a long time.
While sight gags and
slapstick can be funny, as the
Three Stooges were, they
aren't in The Money Pit,
because it ia so obvious what is
coming next. There is no
spontaneityoreenseoftiming
in the destruction, merely the
assurance that Benjamin
must have taken a lot of time
and money rigging these
gadgets to fall apart.
Giler's screenplay ia devoid
of any humor and the story
goes nowhere once the house
begins ita downfall.
Gudonov's character seems to
beimportantin the beginning,
but is never developed more
than making him seem a
pitiful, albeit occasionally
shirtless, orchestra conductor.

s.. PIT
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Stones' fans howl over latest
Rolling Stones' fans won't
get any "satisfaction" from
the latest Stones album Dirty
Work, that is unless they like
playing one song over and
over.
The latest single release
"Harlem Shuffle," described
in the album advertisements
11!4 a "mean, lean" hit
is
r, miniscent of their "Time is
on My Side" era. This single
promises the honky-tonk
sound of the Stones that is
never delivered in the rest of

Rolling Stones

c

Dirty Work

the album. Instead the record
buyer has what sounds like a
combination of Yoko Ono and
Mr. Ed, the talking horse.

Mick Jagger's repetitious
yeahs, uh-huhe, and shrieks
really wreak. There's juat too
much H·O·W-L-1-N and not
enough music in the album.
As Mick Jagger sings in
"Hold Back" from the
album,"You're wasting your
time...Choke on that."
-Angie Watson
Thu album wu furnished
by Terrapin Station at 605
Oliue St. acro88 from the old
South Central Bell Telephone
Building.

Mon. 6·30 p.m.

Wed. 3:30p.m. & 8:30p.m.
Thurt. 7:30p.m. Fri. 7 p.m.

live new products in bicydinlf.
Tugether with dozens of tips to
increase yuur nding enjvyment.

To~t)'OIII'frff31
catalog.
Call toU·
free anytim~

1-300-

HOTGEAR.

17teodnmtngru~i141.t"'

Oreo, Heath, German Chocolate, Chocolate Chip,
Hawiian, and all your other favorities are at...
Dairy Queen
1303 Main
753-4925

•

WITIUI'WMI • •II'

UDIDPIIlJ

AI Jarreau Jn Lon don
The multt-Grammy Winning vocalist'

~~ous '84 show at the Wem.bly Ale~a. 60
p.m.
.frt. I p.m
Wed. 7~p.m .
Thurt. 3 30 p.m. & 8:30p.m.

UNClNSORIO

The VnSnftted:
The aomel... Of Pboentx
Examines the p roblems facing
impoverish ed thousands, who have setUed 1n Phoenix. 30 min.

~'*· a p.m.
ed. 8 p.m.

THE WALTER
WIMI'U
~EUFILE

Thu .... 4 p.m. & I p.m.
Frl 8·30 " m
~

. ... ·

1'be Dice Ot Fortune
Winch

u

·

tdentit~ of:~~~~J~~ reveal the true
Mon. 8:30p.m.
Tu•. 3:30 p.m.
Wed. 8:30p.m.

Dcdfy DiNctOIS

AduHCarfoons

A trto o1 w arner Brothers' 11nes1 d irectors
put the looney DaUy Duck throug h h1S
paces. 30 min.

Thu,.. 5 p.m.
Frl. 1:30 p .m.

....

T~--L.,.

Originally
SHOW
slapstick ;:en in 1957, this wacky,
madness: 30~~ comedy show ~ sheer

Each week HOOFBEATS kee~
you up·to-date with what IS
happening in sports at Murray
State Monday at 10 p.m.,
Thursday at 5:30p.m., and Friday
at 4:30 p.m. on . ..

Our 1986 col(lr Cll!lliOJ fta·
lures many of the most mnova·

aj

~
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Pizza, prizes entice
volunteer callers
By TERESA BRAGG
Staff Writer

Amid pizzas, prizes and
balloons, money is being
raised for the University.
'l'he MSU Foundation is
sponsoring a phonothon
which is part of an annual
fund raiser started this year to
encourage private pledges for
MSU.
Volunteers from fraternities
and sororities, some of the
honor societies and dorms are
participating in the phoning.
"We are using approximately
300 to 350 students
volunteering for 1500 hours,"
according to Carol Julian,
progress coordinator for the
Photo by KIRK BUNNER
Foundation.
TWO STUDENTS keep the linea busy while 111lalng money during • phonothon coordinated by the
Approximately 3400 alumni
Untve,.lty Found8tlon.
·
who have a reunion year
ending in the numeral one or
eix &."e being contacted. The
pledges m ade can be
unrestricted and go to a
gelleral fund or be specified to
a sch olarship, athletic
program, a department or a
This marks the third year anything; even run. for college, Julian said. Those
By DENNIS DOCKERY
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity president. Butler was first who make a pledge are mailed
a form to specify where they
•nd STEPHENIE McLEAN
has sponsored the Miss runner-up.
would
like their money to go.
Reporters
Black/Gold pageant. The
Theresa Young, of
Terry
Cleaver, graduate
fraternity hoped to raise Providence, who was third
Judy Richardson of enough money to send the runner-up, said, "I didn't assistant for the Foundation,
Paducah was the woman of winner to their national expect to do well. The question attended a workshop on
the hour Saturday, as she took convention in Washington and an swer period was phonothons at Western
Kentucky University. He said
first place in the third annual D.C. to represent the chapter difficult. ,
ideas from WKU were
Alpha Phi Alpha Miss at the national pageant.
Black/Gold pageant.
Part of the proceeds will go
Richardson, sponsored by toward a scholarship for those
the MSU mens track team, who are not able to attend
won best talent as well as Miss college.
Black/Gold. "I was confident
The competition consisted of
in winning because I put a lot casual wear, s wimwear
of time in it. I worked too hard competition, talent
Haircuts
$5
to do mediocre," Richardson competition, formal wear and ·
said.
onstage interview. Matonacal
"When people found out I Dumas, second runner-up,
was participating in the won the swimwear
pageant, this one guy told me competition.
(MSU Alumni)
if I wasn't an AKA (Alpha
The questions for the
Kappa Alpha) or an Alpha onstage interview consisted
1417 Main
753-0658
Angel I wasn't going to win," of: If you were president of
Richardson said.
Murray State University,
The theme for this year's what would be the first thing
pageant was 'Color of you would change? How would
Success.' According to you handle the policies
Michael Slocombe, president concerning Libya? If you were
of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, President of the United States
the pageant took three months what would you do to handle
to put together.
Apartheid in South Africa?
"I thought this year's show And who is the most
was better," Slocombe said. "It influential person in your life?
Damage-Free Towing
was better financially, more
Monique Butler, Pembroke,
participa.n ts, our attendance said the Rev. Jesse Jackson
on Easter weekend was was the most influential
Phone
HWY. 641 S.- HAZEL RD.
greater than expected and the person in her life because he
753-9131
contestants were willing to proved that you did not have to
Ma.kMcCuno•
MURRAY
U Ill'. Wrecker s.n.Ke
work, and that was part of our take a back seat just because
-~
success."
you are black. You can do

Richardson's hard work
pays off with pageant title

Penns

$25

Cosmetology by LaDora

~\~ljl,~

&41 SUPER

~!if}~

SERVICE

~

University

Center

incorporated into ideas from
schools all over the country to
create the system used here.
Oleaver said 30 to 40
students volunteer each night.
The students register at 6 p.m.
and eat pizza before beginning
a training session at 6:30 p.m.
The phoning starts at 7 p.m.
and continues until 9 p.m.
Names are drawn for prizes
donated by area merchants,
Cleaver said. Prizes are also ·
awarded to groups and
individuals who raise the most
money.
When a student receives a
pledge a balloon is tied to his
chair for encouragement.
Faculty and staff members
volunteet time by emceeing to
cheer on the students.
The pledge responses have
been positive. " T wenty
percent of the people being
called are pledging, which is
great," Cleaver said.
The phonothon will be in its
third and final week Monday
through Thul'8day.

..

1:30, 3:20) 7:10, 9 p.m .
Tom
Hanks

Tl:1 I:

MV~r:.,-

Shelly
Long

I)IT
(PG)

STARTS FRI. 4/4

(1:30, 3:15)7:25, 9:15p.m .

P.O.W.THE ESCAPE, CR)
central center 753-3314
(24·hour movie inlorm1hon)

DAILY

BARGAIN MATINEE
APRIL 5-10
ALL SEATS $2

CHERI3
7:05, 9:05 ONLY

APRIL FOOL'S
DAY CR>
(1 :30. 3:10) 7:05, 8:55

Board

POLICE
ACADEMY III

presents

BACK IN TRAIN!NG
(PG)

Amateur

Night

STARTS FRI. 4/4

Curris Center Stables

Friday, April18, 8 p.m.
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Name of Act:
Name of Contact:
Phone Number:
Description of Act:

:
1
1

Return to Scott Ralls, SGA

office, by April 11

·

:

L--- - ----------------------------·----------------~

(1:30, 3:15) 7. 8:35p.m.
Walt Disney's

SLEEPING

BEAUTY

g

MATINEES ONLY 4/5-10
(1:30, 3:15) ONLY

CARE BEARS

MOUIE II <Gl
chestnut et. 753-3314

....

Eddyville----Continued from P8ge 1
them when they JO before the
parole board and thia can
aometimee help them out a
little."
Ma.t inmatee enrolled in the
c:laaeee eee thie ae an
opportaDity to pt ahead and
for Hf• on the oat.ide.
y Howard, an inmate in
the propam. would like to ret
an uiOciate degree and
farther hie education through
a ctitterent prosram.
Howard eaicl he .... eevera1
with the prorram.
ere could be more of a
variety of clu1e1 to c:hoole
flom, but there ia a need for
more bale clauee, inatead of
literature of the eea (one of the
lllloto by BETH BUCHMAN
cle ..ee now offered).'' Howard
il not about to five up. He
PRISONERS AT Kenluc*y ..... Pelll...1181y 81 lcld)flle ...... for 1D11111 lltel 1111111 ........ bJ would like to paduate with
UniMnlty prof111on.
hon01'11.

Lr

e·

H a midullah Aemar
Shabau il the leader of the
Mulim orpniution in the
priaon. He aye that~ an
edueation ia hia
'bllity
to hie fellow
"A.
Muelim8, weareeaco01'8PClto
eeek lmowleqe flom cradle to
rrave. I 1eam to aharewith my
brothera who are DOt takina
c:le1181...

b':C:

One inmate, ..Jamee Cox,
be1iefta the inatructora who
teach in the propam have to
adapt to the pri.on in order to
effectively reach the inmatee.
"We've had eome teachen in
hen who couJdn•t relate to the
two different worlda. They
can•t treat ulike the etudente
back on c:ampu. They need to
be toqh, bec:aue in here, if
you•re weak, you•re beat...

Brown----------------------------------continued from ' • •
adds, "He baa enough deeire to
spread himMlf out and still do
everything well."
A four"year member of the
speech team, Brown recently
won three trophies at a
national invitational speech
tournament sponsored by the ·
national forensic fraternity,
the ma.t of any member of the
team. "I think he'll make it at
Second City, bec:aue he's
right on track now," Nalle
aaid.
The one thing that Brown

talented toward theater. I
have a yb~ man now who
Calloway epeech..team, led by will be very JOOd too, but Earl
Larry Enrl8J!-d. I have more ia the top."
rea.,e,c;t for hun th~ an~~e
A fan of great comica,
elae,.
Brown aatd .
He col1111mi8t Mike Royko, the
motivated you to do your beat. city of Chicqo and the movie
.A. long u you rave it your Apocalypu Now ("I alway•
beet eho!, that's aD that c:atc:h aomething new" ),
mattered.
Brown offer s a simple
" After I worked with him hia philoaophyfor suooeu. ''There
freahman year, I knew he are eo many people that have
wun'tjuatyour averqekid," talent that don't Ull8 it. I don't
England aaid. "In 16 year1 of want to be utt.iq around
working with YOUDI' people in when I'm 70 yean old not
speech, Earl ia the moat knowing if I would have made

creditl the ma.t for hie IUCC8II
ia hie involvement with the

for your
INFORMAnON
IPI!ECH lUll
Hallat8p.m
Manben at the 8p8llt'h t.m will
LADII8 0/IIIATIZ
preaent prose, poetry, duo
interpretation, dramatic: The u.. ~ Madz wiD be
~ and afta.dinnao IIPCJ08Clrinc a Mr. Oulrimaa
epea)dna ewm. n.day at 7 pltplmt Apil 18 in the
p.m. in the StabJa
Ceotern-t.er. Men iDtaWed in
participatilqr ahould phone
The (li'Oil'8ID will be Jlftllfl1tai by
Earl Brown of Murray, Gina

eam.

a--

of

PHIMUALPHA
The Ofticen for the Gamma Delta
c:hapt.er of Phi Mu Alpha fOr the
198687 academic year are Dean

Smith of Maecoutah, m,
pn!llident; Kenneth D. Woode of
Hardin <hmty, vice presidmt;
Brian A Sirlee of Loui8vi1le,
aecretar:y; Alan F. Mattingly of
Henderaon, treuurer; Robert W.
DeSimone Jr. ot' Louisville,
executive ahunni eecretaly.

w.

Thnothy D. Green o(

m.

Ro8idaue.

IP'iehmt alumni &ea'etaly,
B.J. ~ of Muhlenbtq
OJmlty, warden; Ouuies N.
Promtt of Glaloow, hiataian;
Je&ey P. Faria of Paducah,
fratemity educatbt officer, and
~ S. Pot.e of Mt. Vemoo,
Ind.,'Publicity.

Take a summer job back home with you.
Solid $ fast. No inventory - No fluke!
Multi-million $$ company needs reps.
Full-time Part-time.
Will train - (place) Sub at Cumberland Room
(time) 6 p.m. - 8 p.m.
(date) AprilS
For further info. Call Tammy at 753-2709.

IILACK HISTORY

A Black hietory proll'8JD
will be held in the Currie
Center 'nleater at 7 p.m.
Saturday. There will be DO
admiMOD eharKe.

Golden Corral
Family Steak Hoaee

:r--------~-~~-------~
TWOftEAK&
I

head into the cruel world of
ahow baaineu, he wants to be
remembered for hie dedic:ation
and commitment. But u Naile
aaid, "I'll remember him aa a
big fella maldnr the oth""
laqh."

Jamitlr J-=bml at ?&24m.

Pekin. m, u.a

. . _ _ of Pekin, m, ROO.t
Henry of Faria, Tam., Carrie
Puc:hall of Murray, Sherri
Skelton of Scott aty, Mo. and
John Hawb ofMc:Kerme, Tam.

it or not. I want to try."
Sou Brown reac:liee himeelf
to tab hia diploma in May and

CIUCKBN FJLI.ET
DINNERS
ONLYI8.99

~1)121,_.(3

S4VI~f3~
''2 Prints
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MIUntEAT'ER

719 Soatla 12tla Street

The Real lntp«tor. Hound,
directed by Mark Malinauabl,
wiD be pafatmed Apri110.12 and
17-19 in Rocm 310B of WilBon

753-3822

;

9

I
I
I
I

1 Hour Photo Develo..._
Olylftlllc ...... Muney
711-1347
AIM, Popler lluH. MO Mil ...eputd. Afll
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HERE'S ALEX WITH-
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~-Sliced FREE!-......_.

U.S.D.A. Choice Crain Fed Beef

Whole
Rib Eye
pOUnd

• 10 to 30% LESS FAT
• FEWER CALORIES
i:-E;ast:a;;~:~ • •s•• • BEnER VAWE

S2!!

;:::=====
\

U.S.D.A. Ctlok:e cntn Fed letf

Fresh Picnic

U.5.D.A. Grain Fed Boneless

Whole New
Yorkpound
Strips

Pork
ROast

Beef
Briskets

S2!.!

aae

u.u. Cllllct Gnlllflll...,

fMW Yort strip Stalls ...

• SilL Grllld ...,
• Slk "" stua
IIIII FrJif Parts
Clrdt I SIISIIt

••**

pound

,_ S1795
of=

•

l'l'alen st-"'11 or

IIOIIy'-:r.:r-...-::......,.
Frying Chicken

,..

•51k0Dstu•

.,,9

pound

Baking Hens

~

•BOnus BUndle•

49C

HL

J9C
........

-

s,,.

crotrallfomia,
-.ct . . .
lfllolt...ft'l

!!t

Coke
Sprite, T•b, Diet Coke,
or Coca Cot•.
8 12 Oz. c.na

S1&9

. , • .9
s..... _.... ...... _

. . . . . ... . .. aacc R;..-..-su•

~~rllng ...........~.: S499 :~:s
j;aiiiU
:;:~~e ...... . . ... . S179 Apples. . . .. .. . .. .. :

llot " . . CHitly style

Kroger Low-F•t 1/ 2%

strawberries

As101'tea FrOzen

Morton
PotPies
aoz.ptgs.

,age

Sl Sill

ttta ......SUII

:::aes ... ~- ...

u.. ... , .. "'"""

99

Potatoes...... .

Avonclale FrOzen

:.French
Fries

.,.9
5-lb..bag

."0:

uc
s

199

Pet Ritz 12 count)

Pie
Shells
10oz.pkg.

-~\ age

Let's go Krogering for the best of everything including the COST CUTTER price!

Begley
Cleaners

\

\.

Men's

l

Women's

....,

WO..h'l

Women's
All Women's

Ca""

Spring

Shirts

Outerwear
210fo orr
,

2 .... *18
Ortg. $9.98 each

elf:d

Knit Tops

Buy one top at ·
current tiCket
prtcem,_geta
seco

top of

11.88 £QUALNALUE
· OR ~SSat
a
14.88 ·'Ill Pt1oe

I

Women's

Miniskirts ~

200!0 Off

..,Off
Women'\

WOIJ*l'l

Swlnlr~ear

Jumpsuits

'I

otr

.

.MAURICES
.............

Sheeting
Pants

18.88

Triple jumper qualifies
for national competition
By DENNIS DOCKERY

Reporter
Patterson Johnson, a
Murray State triple jumper,
qualified for the NCAA
nationals last Saturday in the
Racers' second outdoor track
meet.
'
The meet featured Southern
Dlinois and Austin Peay State
universities.
Johnson, who holds the
school record in the triple
jump, broke hie previous
record at the meet with a jump
of 52.8. To qualify for the
NCAA national, a triple
jumper is required to jump
62.4.

"This is the farthest I've
ever jumped. I was satisfied
with my performance. It was
one of my goals for the

season," Johnson said.
"Basically, I was aiming for
the outdoors record."
Earlier in the year, Johnson
aet his goal to qualify for the
NCAA indoor nationals. But
he fell short of that goal with a
jump of 50.11. "I really didn't
expect to qualify for indoors.
My body justdidn 't feel right,"
he said.
Now that Johnson has
achieved one of his track
goals, he plana to do well.
"The NCAA is a dream for
all athletes at the college level.
The NCAA is a goal twice for
tracksters," Johnson said.
"You can either qualify
outdoors or indoors in the
same year. I'm fortunate to
qualify for outdoors," he said.
Johnson said he expects
stiff competition at th e
nationals which will be in
Indianapolis, Ind., June 4.

" I have heard that some
members there will be jumping
56. I have to be really ready. If
I remain on this workout, I
expect to do good,'' he said.
Coach Jay Flanagan was
pleased with the overall team
performance although Calvin
Turnley was the team's only
winner. Turnley placed first in
the 100meterdash with a time
ofll.05
"We had some good
performances. Calvin Turnley
did well running against the
wind. If the wind wasn't a
factor, he probably would
have ran at least 10.5.,'' said
Flanagan.
John O'Neal, who runs for
the Murray State track club,
broke the club's 400 meter high
... TRACK
Page 19

Early birds

PhOtobyB.RADGAss

MURRAY STATE atudenta L.. Scheuer, Danny Hall and John
Treu get .., early start on aummer by ptaytng frllbte Monday
lftemoon on Wildcat Beach.

'Breds sti ~ll near .500
as OVC games near
Gamer improved his record to
2.0 with the win. Third
Assistant Sports Editor
Baseman Dave Butta led the
'Breda with three hits,
The Murray State baseball including two home runs and
team's record continues to six RBI, including the
hover ·around the .600 level game-winner.
after winning two games and
On
Monday
the
losing two games this past
Thoroughbreds blasted UTweek.
Martin 18:S in another home
The Thoroughbreds started game. The team had 21 hits in
by losing to Memphis State, the game. Danny Naughton
10-9, at Reagan Field. The had two home runs and five
'Breds pounded out 13 hita in RBI, while Tom Gargiulo went
the loes, including five by 4-for-5 wi~ three RBI.
Steve Groehn who had four
The 'Brede traveled to
rune batted in and a home run.
Memphia State for a game
Last Friday the team faced Tuesday afternoon and were
Ohio Valley Conference
opponentEaatem Kentucky at
1M BASEBALL
Page 19
home and defeated the
Colonels 124. Pitcher Rich
By BRIAN JOHNS

Photo by KIRK BUNNER

SHORTSTOP Tom Gargiulo Ia congratulated after he homered In a Q81M lut weekend at Reepn
Field.

Jeffery claims personality conflict led to dismissal
By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor

This season basketball
coach Steve Newton dismissed
two players after each had
broken team policy three
times, Owen Bronston and
Ron Jeffery.
When Jeffery failed to check
his ewing, in the eyes of
Newton, the result was a
dismissal by telephone from
the Murray State head man,
under his three strike policy.

Newton allows three
mistakes from his players
before thumbing them out of
their unif-orms, however,
Jeffery believes that hie
suspension was primarily due
to a personality conflict with
assistant coach Richard
Glasper.

Jeffery fel t Glasper was
keeping an especially cloae eye
on him.
"I think he was just trying to
give me a hard time," Jeffery
said. "I think most of my
problems copld have been
reeolved if I would have dealt
with Newton directly."

Now with just a few weeks to
go in the semester, Jeffery is
being "hasseled" out of the
players' wing of Clark Hall.
The senior from Mt. Juliet,
Tenn., said that Glaaper and
he did not get along and

Jeffrey's violations include
having a girl in his room on a
Sunday afternoon, alledgedly
making a threatening phone
call to the Pi Kappa Alpha
lodge and missing curfew.
Jeffery said that the girl was

in his room to live notes to
another player who was
visiting and he never made the
call to the Pike lodge.
However, Jeffrey indicated
that he accepted the dismissal.
Now, however, he is a bit
confused on why he can't
remain in hie room.

room has been made available
for him, but he can't
understand the logic of
moving.
"It's just that it's a haesle
making me move twice within
a month," J effery said.
Jeffrey said he is trying to
get an extension until he can
talk to Newton who is
"I thought when you were on currently in Dallas.
a basketball scholarship it
was an all-or-nothing deal," he
"It I can talk to Coach
said. "But now, with four Newton I'm sure the whole
weeks to go they're making me thing can be resolved," he
leave my room."
said. "He's a fairly :reasonable
Jeffery said that another man."

•
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.Jerry'$ JPJY. offers seven new break&st creations . . .
carcfu11y cooktd to order and IDled with unique
combln2tioos of frcsb ~... SerVed with
tal ~..ftiea pocatocs, a freshly baked
biscUit ~ fresb fruit garnish. OQJclettcs ...
JUst one Qf the IJGOd
gotntJ on at Jerry's.

Tile Mu,.y • • , .. . lnvttea you

to

M~I:TTfil:

C4,__[)1()4Tl:i
TueSday
7•(J P.IU.
£urrls £enter Tlleater
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Double standard unfair to today's athlete
To be a sports fan anymore
is quite a task. There is too
much bad news these days it
seems. And because of the
constant barrage of scandals
no one trusts today's sports
figures .
•
The upper echelon of
athletics, the holier-than-thou
rules committees,
commissioners and so on,
seem to have taken to the
philosophy of getting tough
and cracking down on the
wrongdoers in the world of
sports.
·
The most recent case in
point in the NCAA's drug
testing policy. Under the new
rule, players going into
championship games at any
level would be tested for drug
use.
I would suspect a gung-ho·

attitude from your average
American sports fan who
doesn't like where sports are
going these days.
Racer football coach Frank
Beamer, who explained the
rule to me, said he is in favor of
mandatory drug testing.
"It gives a good reason not
to take drugs," he said.
"Sometimes peer pressure gets
to you. It gives athletes a
reason to say no."
However, athletes don't
have the right to say no to the
tests.
·
Proper behavior in sports
(behavior becoming of an
athlete as some like to say) is
one enonnoua hypocricy.
When Whitey Herzog is
ejected from a baseball game
for arguing with an umpire he
is a fierce competitor. When

Golf team
tries luck in MSU
.
tough field

By JOHN MARK ROBERTS

By BRIAN J OHNS

-

John McEnroe yells at himself
for missing a shot he is a brat.
When a basketball player
puts an opponent in the third
row he is playing physical.
When a hockey player applies
a hard check hockey becomes
a violent game.
Sports fans are a strange lot
to begin with. They care so
much about what happens to
their favorite personalities.
They want to know everything
about their heroes' lives, even

The Cotton Clubbers will
invade Louisville this
weekend to compete' in the
University of Louisvi)]e's
Great Kentucky Shootout
basketball tournament.

b

basketball championships.
Schools from Kentucky, and
some from Southern Indiana
will compete for the
championship Sunday.
Carrying a 4-3 record into
Murray's tournament, the
team rallied to win the
tournament by beating the
Sixers, 66-53, to win the
chance to represent Murray
State in Louisville. Since the
Sixers beat the Cotton
Clu bbers earlier in the season,
the thought of winning the
competetive division came as

The Murray State golf team
will be wrapping up play
tomorrow in the Furman
Intercollegiate at Greenville,
South Carolina. Play began
yesterday.
The team was invited to the
The Racers will be looking to tournament, along with 16
redeem themselves after other teams, by winning their
finishing next to last at the respective inh'amural
Eastern Kentucky Collegiate
two weeks ago.
~~~~~~~~
It won't be easy. Coach
Buddy Hewitt says the
Furman field is even stronger
than that of Eastern
Kentucky. The second and
fifth-ranked teams in the
nation will be present in Wake
Forest and North Carolina,
respectively.
In addition to these teams,
Clemson, Florida, Georgia
and North Carolina State will
be among the favorites in the
24-team field .
The five team members
competing are Bud Ward, Jon
Walker, Chris Carlson, Jim
Stewart and Mike Castellari.
Despite the tough
competition at Greenville,
Hewitt feels confident that the
team should make a better
showing.
"They (the team) can't play
that poorly (as at Eastern
Kentucky) every time," said
Hewitt.
"We've got a pretty good
chance of finishing decent,"
said Ward. "The course we're
playing on fits our games very
well."
Next weekend the team
travels to Huntington, West
Allison Photograghy
'
Virginia, for the Marshall
Intercollegiate. The Ohio '
:Buckingham-Ray
'
Valley Conference
:Corn-Austin
'
Championships are slated for '
May 10-11 in Youngstown, '
:Vomino's Pizza
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The Brothers of
Alpha Gamma Rho
wish their sister Ann
Good L uck
in her upcoming
Miss Venus USA K Y
on April12
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I 'nd,.ddrd about
how to ottrocl
buoinrlfr
ut Ul h•lp you/
Coli 782-44711
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: Rib Shack
!Sammon~s Bakery
:Shear Lunacy
:Shirley,s Florist

Thank you for keeping AGR
a good thing growing!
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season progressed
improvement remained
throughout the tournament."
Members of the team who
will be making the trip are
Paul Akridge, a 6-1 forward
from Fredonia; Rodney
Brown, a 6-1 forward from
Eddyville; Dee.Evishcbi, a 6-4
forward/center from
Centrailia, TIL; Keith Kolb, a
5-11 guard from Evansville;
Kerry StovalL a 6-1 guard from
Eddyville; Jeff Stahr, a 6-1
guard/ forward from Mayfield
and Robbie Towery, a 6-5
guard from Marion, Ky.

t

We a ppreciate the following
' for their generous support... '

'
'
'
'

. .

a thrill to the Clubbers.
"It was a tremendous thrill
for our team to win the
university championship
againat aome 'g reat
competition, but it is even a
bigger honor for us to get to go
to Louisville to represent
Murray State," said Paul
Akridge, the team's coach·.
Reflecting on the past season,
he said, "I knew we had a good
team at the beginning of the
season . We gradually
improved during the last half
of the season and as the

t

!
'

committees to dehumanize.
Moat people I talk to say
they are in favorofmandatory
testing for athletes because
the problem is "getting out of
hand." They, however, say
that they would not agree to
taking a drug test for their
employers.
Beamer said that the
athletes who wouldn't submit
to the test would more or Jess
be admitting their guilt.
Beamer, the NCAA and
some sports fans fail to
acknowledge that athletes are
entitled to the same rights
everyone else is.
It is time that we stop
making examples of athletes
and putting the preasure of
shaping America's youth on
them and stick to enjoying
their talents.

hoop champs ound for LOUISVIlle

Staff Writer
Assistant Sports Editor

away from the playing field.
What we fail to realize all too
often ia that athletes are
people. They are entertainers
more than they are, or have
ever been, role models.
Athletes today haven't
lowered their standards. The
lovable Babe Ruth was an
alcoholic who shared his bed
with many women.
Paul Hornung and Alex
Karras were found guilty of
betting on NFL games, which
is illegal for players.
Over the years these players
have been cannonized for their
happy·go-lucky lifestyles, but
today'& athletes have for some
reason assumed a different
role in our society.
They have become a target
for moralists to shoot verbal
holes through and for the rules

'
'
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Ice cream shop
Radio station goes to bat
offers health treats in semi-annual fund drive
By JENNIFER DUNN
Staff Writer

·

Along with warm weather
comes the craving for ice
cream.
Murray ice cream lovers
will be able to enjoy a new
taste at Great Tastes, an ice
cream shop opening Aprill4
and specializing in
homemade frozen yogurt
and gourmet ice cream.
Kelly Hughes, co-owner
from Princeton, said they
decided to open in Murray
because of the University
and the population.
Six ice cream flavors and
four frozen yogurt flavors
will be made fresh daily in
the restaurant. Hughes said
the flavors will change every
few days. "If people want a
certain type of ice cream we
will try to cater for them,"
she aaid.
Only natural ingredients
will be used in making the
yogurt and ice cream.
H~ghes said it will be richer
and more premium. "We will
use natural fruits and nuts
instead of artificial
coloring," 11he said.
According to Hughes, the
idea came to her and her
husband while vacationing
in Florida. "We enjoyed
eating frozen yogurt there
and knew there was nothinar

like that in this area," abe
said.
In February they took a
survey of the Murray State
students to see how they
would respond to homemade
ice cream. Hughes said most
atudents enjoy healthy food
and do not think eating
healthy is just a fad.
Some of their specialties,
which are original, will be
"tasty adventures."
Included in this are a tasty
stack, a cinnamon and
blueberry pancake topped
with yogUrt and fresh fruit; a
fruit-filled croiasant; a
banana split; and a gourmet
soda, ice cream in Perrier
water.
Fresh fruita, nuts, and
granola will be used as
toppings. Herb teas and
Perrier flavored waters will
also be aerved.
"We hope it will be a place
where students can come for
a breath of fresh air and a
taste of something
different," Hughea said.
Hughes said that it ia juat
as easy to eat healthy food,
but not many restaurants
cater to that.
"If this works really well
in Murray, we plan to
expand," said Dean Hughes,
co-owner.
Kevin McEuen is also a co·
owner and operations
manager.

Human chain forms;
stars fight starvation

"Brother, can you spare a
dime?" WKMS, the campus
radio station, will have their
semi-annual fundraising
event beginning today. The
station hopes to meet its
$26,000 goal by asking for
donations from listeners.
Plans have been made to
continue the drive for 10 days
or until the goal is met.

Activities set
for Derby .Day
Sigma Chi fraternity is
sponsoring ita annual Derby
week activities Monday
through Friday.
"It'a a chance for our
fraternity to raise money,"
said Bill Morris of Paducah.
The money will go to their
national fraternity to help
disabled children.
During the week the
sororities will be competing in
a jug money conteet to raise
money. A beach party will be
Tuesday night. Thursday
from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m. is the
derby chase where sorority
members try to take the derbye
off of Sigma Chi members for
points.
Thursday at 4 p.m. is a pig
roaat. Friday at 3 p.m. is the
derby events day at Cutchin
Field. Activities include a Miss
Derby Day con teat, a bat spin,
a flipper run and a mystery
event. A derby finale party
will be Friday from 9 p.m. until
1 a.m.

According to Pat O'Neill,
program director, WKMS will
use the proceeds to finance the
radio station. ''The station
relies on the money ·for
roughly 20 percent of the
operating coats.''
The drive will operate
during its usual hours.
Programming will be
periodically interrupted to
stress to the listeners the
importance of their support
through donations. By
pledging money listeners will
join "Friends of WKMS."
Those who have previously
donated money to the station
will be notified by mail and
asked to send their
contributions. Money received
prior to the promotion will be
used toward the $26,000 goal.
"The majority of the
listening audiences that we
receive support from are not
campus related," said Ann
Palormo, director of

programming and·
development at WKMS. "We
receive pledges from
Carbondale, m., places in
Miuouri, Evansville, Ind. and
Jackson, Tenn."
Three phones will be
operated by studenta and
faculty members to accept
pledgee. Any organization
willing to donate its time to
answer the phones during air
time ahould contact Palormo
at 762-4743.

Hoefle's Tax
Service
Compa re Our Prices
Mike Hodge

II Lm. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday
Arty Other Time

By Appointment

AdvertiseI
762-4478

8outhllde Shopping Center
Murray
750.1•25

Apple computer installer needed
Occuional part time work inetalliq COIIlputew at Mui'Tay and
ni'TOillldinl public IIChoola. Some compder or electJoonia
esperienoe deeirable. Mu.t be available now t.broqh AQIU8t
Pbone John Atterbury (606) 268-1431 or write:
l..exiqt.cm Computer Store, 2909 Richmond Road
I..aialton. Ky. 401!09

Wednesday, April9
Curris Center
Theatre
Showtimes:
3:30, 7 & 9:30 p.m.
Evening:
$1.25 with MSU ID
$2 without MSU ID
$1 for all matinee seats

COUNTRY JEANS
5 miles East of Murray on Hwy. 94

WWf CIWI'ION

HULK HOGAN~
~ ~\

Featuring Jeans by Zena. Sun Set Blues, Time For Us,
and Chic in womens sizes.

KING KONG

- l:.ee & Jordache Jeans in sizes
for men and women.

BUNDY

- Special rack of blouses & sweaters-$10.

MAHAGEOBV

IDlY 'THE IIMIN' HEBMN

- Special rack of Sun Set Blue &
Chic Jeans-$15.95.
- 30 day lay-away plan.
• .759·1062

Hours: Fridays noon- S p.m.
Saturdays 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

For More
Information Call

Price - $15.00
753·5005

Time 7 P.M.

